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Preface

This book is about windows, screens, keyboards, kiosks, chan
nels, sockets, and holes - or rather, about none of these things
in particular and all of them simultaneously. For this is a book
about thresholds, those mysterious zones of interaction that
mediate between different realities. The goal of the book is
twofold, to define the interface, but also to interp ret it. I nter
faces are not simply objects or boundary points . They are
autonomous zones of activity. Interfaces are not things, but
rather processes that effect a result of whatever kind. For this
reason I will be speaking not so much about particular inter
face objects (screens, keyboards) , but interface effects. And in
speaking about them I will not be satisfied just to say an inter
face is defined in such and such a way, but to show how it
exists that way for specific social and historical reasons. I nter
faces themselves are effects, in that they bring about transfor
mations in material states. But at the same time interfaces are
themselves the effects of other things, and thus tell the story
of the larger forces that engender them.
While addressing many different aspects of interface culture,
the chapters o f the book all illustrate, more or less, a specific
interpretive method. The method shares a great deal with what
Fredric Jameson calls cognitive mapping.' The times have
changed slightly since he first broached the topic, and so too
the present interests are somewhat different than his . But the
central notion is the same, that culture is history in representa
tional form (if Jameson will allow such a stunted paraphrase) .
The representational form is neve r a simple analog, though.
I t is a map, a reduction or indexical and symbolic topology.
This "reduction" is a necessary trauma resulting from the
vii
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impossibility of thinking the global in the here and now, of
reading the present as historical. Thus the truth of social life
as a whole is increasingly incompatible with its own expres
sio n. Culture emerges from this incompatibility. The same
goes for the interface : it emerges from this incom patibility; it
is this incompatibility.
Yet one might also invert the claim : socio-cultural produc
tion indeed "expresses" social life as a whole, which itself is
in something of a perpetual crisis - whether that crisis be
called planetary civil war, global warming and ecological col
lapse, increasing material fragme ntation and exploitation, or
simply cap italism, which after all is the engine for all the
others . (J ameson admittedly follows the same broad declen
sio n narrative evident in all manner of modern-e ra criticism
from Walter Benjamin and Theodor Adorno to Max Weber,
Ferdinand Tonnies, and even of course the late r M artin
Heidegger.)' H ence specific historical traumas migrate into an
excessively large number of possible representational form s.
But the cognitive map is also something more than the
mirror of geopolitical crises. It is subject formation plain and
simple, as the individual negotiates his or her own orientation
within the world syste m . This means that the cognitive map
is also the act of reading. It is the hermeneutic process itself,
replete with all the inconsistencies and half-truths that accom
pany the interpretive p rocess . So it is a trauma - in the psy
choanalytic sense - as a necessary cutting that is constitutive
of the self. But it is simultaneously a subject-centered induc
tion of world experience - in the phenomenological sense . The
interface effect is perched there, on the mediating thresholds
of self and world.
I n the pages that follow, I shall attempt to migrate Jameson's
methodology slightly in the direction of new media, as any
amount of historical specificity today would demand . The
reader will need to determine exactly how this m igration takes
place, what it means, and indeed if it is successful. But the
sp irit of the thing is that, as will become more evident in
Chapter 2 on ideology, digital media ask a question to which the
political interpretation is the only coherent answer. I n other words,
digital media interpellate the political interpretation . I f "digital
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media" is understood as our contemporary techno-culture and
the "political interpretation" is understood as an attempt to
read the present as material history, then indeed we are deep
in J ame sonian territory.
For poetic flourish though, if nothing else, I might p ropose
a new name for this project, the control allegory. Further defini
tion of such a method, as it reveals itself in the analysis of a
number of artifacts drawn from interface culture, is the project
of the pages to come.

ix
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T he Unworka b le
Interface

I nterface as M ethod
I nterfaces are back, or perhaps they never left. The familiar
Socratic conceit, from the Phaedrus, of communication as the
process of writing directly on the soul of the other has, since
the 1 9 8 o s and 19 9 0s, returned to center stage in the discourse
around culture and media. The catoptrics of the society of the
spectacle is now the dioptrics of the society of control. Reflec
tive surfaces have been ove rthrown by transparent thresholds.
The metal detector arch, or the graphics frustum, or the Unix
socket - these are the new e mblems of the age .
Frames, windows, doors, and other thresholds are those
transparent devices that achieve more the less they do : for
eve ry moment o f virtuosic immersion and connectivity, for
every moment o f volumetric delivery, o f inopacity, the thresh
old beco mes one notch more invisible, one notch more inoper
able . As technology, the more a dioptric device erases the
traces of its own functioning (in actually delivering the thing
re presented beyond) , the more it succeeds in its functional
mandate ; yet this very achievement undercuts the ultimate
goal : the more intuitive a device becomes, the more it risks
falling out of media altogether, becoming as naturalized as
air or as common as dirt. To succeed, then, is at best self
deception and at wo rst self-annihilation. O ne must work hard
to cast the glow of unwork. Operability engenders inoperability.
But curiously this is not a chronological, spatial, or even
semiotic relation. I t is p rimarily a systemic relation, as M ichel
25
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Serres rightly observed in his m editation on functional "along
sidedness" : " Systems work because they don't work. Non
functionality re mains essential for functionality. This can be
formalized: pretend there are two stations exchanging mes
sages through a channel. If the exchange succeeds - if it is
perfect, optimal, immediate - then the relation erases itself.
But if the relation remains there, if it exists, it' s because the
exchange has failed. It is nothing but mediatio n. The relation
is a non-relation."' Thus since Plato , we have bee n wrestling
with the grand choice: (1) mediation as the p rocess of immi
nent if not immediate realization of the other (and thus at the
same time the sel fj , or (2) as Serres' dialectical position sug
gests, mediation as the irreducible disintegration of self and
other into contradiction., Representation is either clear or
complicated, either inherent or extrinsic, either beautiful or
dece ptive, either already known or e ndlessly interp retable . In
short, either I ris or H ermes. Without wishing to upend this
neat and tidy formulation, it is still useful to focus on the
contemporary moment to see if something slightly different
is going on, or, at the very least to "prove " the seemingly
already known through close analysis of some actual cultural
artifacts.
E ither I ris or H ermes - but what does this mean for intel
lectual exploration ? Befo re tackling the interface directly, I
would like to interject a brief prefatory announcement on
methodology. To the extent that the present project is allegori
cal in nature, it might be useful to , as it were , subtend the
process of allegorical reading in the age of ludic capitalism
with some elaboratio n as to how or why it might be possible
to perform such a reading in the first place. In former times,
it was generally passable to ap peal to some legitimizing meth
odological foundation - usually M arx or F reud or some com
bination thereof - in o rder to prove the efficacy, and indeed
the political potency, of one 's critical maneuverings. This is
not to suggest that those sources are no longer viable, quite
the opposite, since powe r typically grows with claim s of obso
lescence; even today Marx's death-drive persists under the
pseudonyms of Antonio Negri, Paolo Virno, or M c Kenzie
Wark, just as a generation ago it persisted under J ean-Joseph
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Goux or Guy Debord. Yet somehow today the unfashionable
sheen, and indeed perceived illegitimacy, of the critical tradi·
tion inherited from the middle of the nineteenth century and
the beginning of the twentieth, with M arx and Freud standing
as two key figures in this tradition but certainly not encom
passing all of it, makes it difficult to rally around the red flag
of desire in the same way as before . Today the form of Marxism
in common circulation is still the antiseptic o ne invented a
generation ago by Louis Althusser: Marx may be dissected with
rubber gloves, the rational kernel of his thought cut out and
extruded into some form of scientific discourse of analysis call it critique or what have you. O n the other front, to mention
psychoanalysis these days generally earns a smirk if not a
condescending giggle, a wholesale transformation from the
m iddle of the twentieth century in which Freudianisms of
various shapes and sizes saturated the popular imagination.
Realizing this, many have turned elsewhere for methodologi
cal inspiration .
I acknowledge such shifts i n the critical landscape. Never
theless I also maintain that M arx and F reud still allow us the
ability to do two important things: (1) provide an account of
the so-called depth model of interpretation ; (2) provide an
account of how and why something ap pears in the form of its
opposite . In our times, so distressed on all sides by the arrival
of neoliberal economism , these two things together still con
stitute the core act of critique . So for the moment M arx and
Freud remain useful, if not absolutely elemental, despite a
certain amount of antiseptic neutering.
Nevertheless times have changed, have they not? The social
and economic conditions today are different from what they
were one hundred or one hundred and fifty years ago . Writers
from M anuel Castells to Alan Liu to Luc Boltanski have
described a new socio-economic landscape, one in which flex
ibility, play, creativity, and immaterial labor - call it ludic capi
talism - have taken over from the old concepts of discipline,
hierarchy, bureaucracy, and muscle. In particular, two histori
cal trends stand out as essential in this new play economy. The
first is a return to romanticism, from which today's concept
of play receives an eternal e ndowment. Friedrich Schiller's On
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the Aesthetic Education of Man is e mblematic in this regard. I n
it, the philosopher uses dialectical logic to arrive a t the concept
of the play-drive , the object of which is man's "living form ."
This notion of play is one of abundance and creation, of pure
unsullied authenticity, of a childlike, tinkering vitality peren
nially springing forth from the core of that which is most
human. More rece ntly one hears this same refrain in J ohan
H uizinga's book on play Homo Ludens (which has been cited
widely across the political spectrum , from French S ituationists
to social conservatives) , or even in the work of the poststruc
turalists, o ften so hostile to other seemingly "uninterrogated"
concepts.3
Game theory, ecology, systems theory, information theory,
behaviorism - these many scientific disciplines point to the
second element, that of cybernetics. While in development
during and before the S econd World War, cybernetics seemed
to gel rapidly in 1947 or 1948, soon becoming a new dominant.
With cybernetics, the notion of play adopts a special interest
in homeo stasis and systemic interaction. The world's entities
are no longer contained and contextless but are forever
operating within ecosystem s of interplay and correspondence .
This is a notion of play centered on economic flows and bal
ance s, multilateral associations between things, a resolution
of complex syste mic relationships via mutual experimenting,
mutual compromise, mutual engagement. Thus, nowadays,
one "plays around" with a problem in order to find a workable
solution. ( Recall the dramatic difference in language between
this and Descartes' "On M ethod" or other key works of modern,
positivistic rationality.)
Romanticism and cybernetic system s theory: play today is
a synthesis of these two influences. If the emblematic profes
sion for the former is poetry, the latter is design . The one is
expressive, consummated in an instant; the other is iterative,
extending in all directions . The two became inextricably fused
during the second half of the twentieth century, subsumed
within the contemporary concept of play. Thus what Debord
called the "juridico-geometric" nature of games is not e ntirely
complete.4 H e understood the ingredient of syste mic interac
tion well enough, but he understated the romantic ingredient.
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Today' s play might better be described as a sort of "juridico
geometric sublime . " Witness the Web itself, which exhibits all
three elements: the universal laws of protocological exchange,
sprawling across complex to pologies of aggregation and dis
semination, and resulting in the awesome forces of "emer
gent" vitality. This is what romantico-cybernetic play means.
Today's ludic capitalist is therefore the consummate poet
designer, forever coaxing new value out of raw, systemic inter
actions (consider the example of Google) . And all the re st has
changed to follow the same rubric : labor itself is now play, just
as play becomes more and more laborious; or consider the
model of the market, in which the invisible hand of play inter
venes to assess and resolve all contradiction, and is thought to
model all phenomena, from energy futures markets, to the
"market" of representational democracy, to haggling over pol
lution credits, to auctions of the electromagnetic spectrum , to
all manner of supercharged speculation in the art world. Play
is the thing that overcomes systemic co ntradiction but always
via recourse to that special, ineffable thing that makes us most
human. I t is, as it were , a melodrama of the rhizome.
E nlisting these types of periodization arguments, some
point out that as history changes so too must change the act
of reading. Thus, the argument goes, as neoliberal economism
leverages the ludic flexibility of networks, so too must the critic
resort to new methodologies of scanning, playing, sam piing,
parsing, and recombining. The critic might then be better off
as a sort of rem ix artist, a disc jockey of the mind .
Maybe so . B u t while the forces o fludic distraction are many,
they coalesce around one clarion call: be more like us . To
follow such a call and label it nature serves merely to reify what
is fundamentally a historical relation . The new ludic economy
is in fact a call for viole nt renovation of the social fabric from
top to bottom using the most nefarious techniques available .
That today it comes under the name of Google or Monsanto
is a mere footnote.
Addressing this larger reality, I will be the first to admit that
the present m ethodology is not particularly rhizomatic or
playful in sp irit, for the spirit of play and rhizo matic revolution
have been deflated in recent years. It is instead that of a
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material and semiotic "close reading," aspiring not to reenact
the historical relation (the new economy) but to identify the
relatio n itself as historical. I n other words, not to reenact the
interface, much less to "define" it, but to identify the inteiface
itself as historical. What I hope this produces is a perspective
on how cultural production and the socio-historical situation
take form as they are interfaced together. Or if that is too much
jargon: what form art and politics take . If this will pass as an
adequate syncretism of Freud and Marx, with a few necessary
detours neverthele ss back to Gilles Deleuze and elsewhere,
then so be it.s
Indeed the ultimate task in this chapter is not sim ply to
illustrate the present cocktail of methodological influences
necessary to analyze today' s digital interfaces. That would be
to put the cart before the horse . The ultimate task is to reveal
that this methodological cocktail is itself an inteiface. Or more
precisely, it is to show that the interface itself, as a "control
allegory," indicates the way toward a specific m ethodological
stance . The interface asks a question and, in so doing, suggests
an answer.

Two I nterfaces
New media foreground the interface like never before . S creens
of all shapes and sizes tend to come to mind: computer screens,
ATM kiosks, phone keypads , and so on. This is what Vilem
Flusser called sim ply a "significant surface, " meaning a two
dimensional plane with meaning em bedded in it or delivered
through it. There is even a particular vernacular adopted to
describe or evaluate such significant surfaces. We say "they
are user-friendly," or "they are not user-friendly." "They are
intuitive" or "they are not intuitive . "
Still, i t i s also quite common t o understand interfaces less
as a surface but as a doorway or window. This is the language
of thresholds and transitions already evoked at the start of the
chapter. Following this position , an interface is not something
that appears before you but rather is a gateway that opens up
and allows passage to some place beyond. Larger twentieth-
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century trends around information science , systems theory,
and cybernetics add more to the story. The notion of the inter
face becomes very important for example in the science of
cybernetics, for it is the place where flesh meets metal or, in
the case of systems theory, the interface is the place where
information moves from one e ntity to another, from one node
to another within the system.
O ften interfaces are assumed to be synonymous with media
itself. But what would it mean to say that "interface" and
"media" are two names for the same thing ? The answer is
found in the remediation or layer model of media, broached
already in the introduction, wherein media are essentially
nothing but formal containers housing other pieces of media.
This is a claim most clearly elaborated on the opening pages
of M arshall McLuhan's Understanding Media. M c Luhan liked
to articulate this claim in terms of media history: a new
medium is invented, and as such its role is as a container for
a previous media format. So, film is invented at the tail end of
the nineteenth century as a container for photography, music,
and various theatrical formats like vaudeville . What is video
but a container for film . What is the Web but a container for
text, image , video clips, and so on. Like the layers of an onion,
one format encircles another, and it is media all the way down.
This definition is well-established today, and it is a very short
leap from there to the idea of interface, for the interface
becomes the point of transition between different mediatic
layers within any nested system . The interface is an "agitation"
or generative friction between different formats . I n computer
science , this happens very literally; an "interface" is the name
given to the way in which one glob of code can interact with
another. Since any given format finds its identity merely in the
fact that it is a container for another format, the concept of
interface and medium quickly collap se into one and the same
thing.
Nevertheless, is this the entire story of the interface ? The
parochialism of those who fetishize screen-based media sug
gests that something else is going on too . I f the remediation
argument has any purchase at all, it would be shortsighted to
limit the scope of one's analysis to a single medium or indeed
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a single aggregation under the banner of something like "the
digital. " The notion of thresholds would warn against it. Thus
a classical source, selected for its generic quality, not its spe
cificity, is now appropriate . How does H esiod begin his song?
The everlasting immortals . . .
It was they who once taught Hesiod his splendid singing . . .
They told me to sing the race of the blessed gods everlasting,
but always to put themselves at the beginning and end of my
singing.6

E ndless similar formulations are found in classical poetry,
from H omer and beyond: " S ing in me M use , and through me
tell the story of . . . " The poet does not so much originate his
own song as serve as a conduit for divine expression received
from without. The poet is, in this sense, wrap ped up by the
Muse, or as S ocrates puts it in the Phaedrus, possessed. "To
put themselves at the beginning and end" - I suggest that this
is our first real clue as to what an interface is.
All media evoke similar liminal transition moments in
which the outside is evoked in order that the inside may
take place. I n the case o f the classical poet, what is the outside ?
It is the M use, the divine source, which is first evoked
and praised, in order for the outside to possess the inside .
Once possessed by the outside, the poet sings and the story
transpires.
Needless to say such observations are not limited to the
classical context. Prefatory evocations of the form "once upon
a time" are common across media formats. The French author
Fran<;ois Dagognet describes it thus : "The interface . . . con
sists essentially of an area of choice. It both separates and
mixes the two worlds that meet together there, that run into
it. It becomes a fertile nexus ."7 Dagognet presents the expected
themes of thresholds, doorways, and windows. But he compli
cates the story a little bit in admitting that there are com plex
things that take place inside that threshold; the interface is not
simple and transparent but a "fertile nexus." He is more
Flusser and less M c Luhan . 8 The interface for Dagognet is a
special place with its own autonomy, its own ability to generate
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new results and consequences. I t is an "area of choice" between
the M use and the poet, between the divine and the mortal,
between the edge and the center.
Dagognet articulates the basic question, even if he doesn't
provide the most useful answer: what is an edge and what is
a center? Where does the image end and the frame begin ? This
is something with which artists have played for ge nerations.
D igital media are exceptionally good at artifice and often the
challenge comes in maintaining the distinction between edge
and center, a distinction that threatens to collapse at any point
like a house of cards. For example , the difference is entirely
artificial betwee n legible A S C I I text, on a Web page , for
example, and AS C I I text used in HTM L markup on that same
page . I t is a matter of syntactic techniques of encoding. One
imposes a certain linguistic and stylistic construct in order to
create these artificial differentiations. Technically speaking,
the artificial distinctio n is the case all the way down : there is
no essential difference between data and algorithm, the differ
entiation is purely artificial. The interface is this state of "being
on the boundary. " It is that moment where one significant
material is understood as distinct from another significant
material. In other words, an interface is not a thing, an inter
face is always an effect. It is always a process or a translatio n.
Again Dagognet: a fertile nexus.
To distill these observations into something of a slogan,
one might say that the edges of art always make reference to the

medium itself
H owever this is a common claim is it not, particularly
within discourse around modernism ? But it is possible to
expand the notion more broadly so that it applies to the act of
mediation in general. H omer invokes the M use, the literal
form of poetry, in order to enact and embody that same divine
form . But even in the song of the poem itself, H omer turns
away from the narrative structure, in an apostrophe, to speak
to a character as if he were an object of direct address : "And
you, Atrides . . . ," "and you, Achilles."
Objects of address appear in many different ways in art, and
are treated differently depending on the medium. To develop
this thread further, I turn to the first of two case studies.
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Figure 1.1. Norman Rockwell, "Triple S elf-Portrait," The Saturday
Evening Post, February 1 3 , 1 9 6 0 . Printed by permission of the Norman
Rockwell F amily Agency; Book Rights Copyright © 1 9 6 0 The
Norman Rockwell Family Entities.

Norman Rockwell's "Triple Self-Portrait" (19 6 0) presents a
dazzling array of various interfaces ( F ig. u ) . It is, at root, a
m editation on the interface itself. The portrait of the artist
appears in the image , only redoubled and multiplied a few
times over. But the illustration is not a perfect system of rep
resentation . There is a circulation of coherence within the
image that gestures toward the outside, while ultimately
remaining afraid of it. Three portraits immediately appear:
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(1) the portrait of an artist sitting on a stool, (2) the artist's
re flection in the mirror, and (3) the half-finished picture on
the canvas. Yet the image does not terminate there, as addi
tional layers supplement the three obvious ones: (4) a proto
typical interface of early sketches on the top left of the canvas,
se rving as a prehistory of malformed image production, (5) on
the top right, an array of self-portraits by European masters
that p rovide the artist some inspiration, and ( 6 ) a he fty signa
ture of the (real) artist at center right, craftily embedded inside
the image, inside another image .
Unusual side effects emerge from such a complicated cir
culation of images and meta-images. F irst, the artist paints in
front of an off-white sweep wall, not unlike the antiseptic,
white nowhere land that would later become a staple of science
fiction films like THX 1138 or The Matrix. I nside this off-white
nowhere land, there appears to be no visible outside - no
landscape at all - to locate or orient the artist's coherent circu
lation of image production . But second, and more important,
is the dramatic difference in re presentational and indeed
moral and spiritual vitality between the image in the mirror
and the picture on the canvas. The image in the mirror is
presented as a technical or machinic image, while the picture
on the canvas is a subjective, expressive image . In the mirror,
the artist is bedraggled, dazzled behind two opaque eyeglass
lenses, performing the rote tasks of his vocation (and evidently
not entirely thrilled about it) . On the canvas, instead, is a per
fected, special version o f himself. H is vision is corrected in the
canvas world . H is pipe no longer sags but shoots up in a jaunty
appeal . Even the lines on the artist's brow lose their foreboding
on canvas, signifying instead the soft wisdom of an elder.
Other dissim ilarities abound, particularly the twofold growth
in size and the lack of color in the canvas image, which while
seemingly more perfect is ultimately muted and im pover
ished . But there is a fourth layer of this interface, the "quad
ruplicate" supplement to the triple self-portrait: the illustration
itself. It is also an interface, this time between us and the
magazine cover. This is typically the level of the interface that
is most invisible, particularly within the format of middlebrow
kitsch of which Rockwell is a master. The fact that this is a
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self-conscious self-portrait also assists in making that fourth
level invisible because all the viewer's energies that might have
been reserved for tackling those difficult "meta" questions
about reflections and layers and reflexive circulation of
meaning are exercised to exhaustion before they have the
opportunity to interrogate the frame of the illustration itself.
Glib asse ssments of the illustration would describe it as
mere semiotic catharsis, an image designed to keep the view
er's eye fro m straying too far afield, while at the same time
avoiding any responsibility of thinking the image as such. The
image claims to address the viewer's concerns within the
content of the image (within what should be called by its
proper name , the diegetic space of the image) . But it only raises
these concerns so that they may be held in suspe nsion. I n a
larger sense , this is the same semiotic labor that is performed
by genre forms in general, as well as kitsch, baroque, and other
modes of visceral expression : to implant in the viewer the
desires they thought they wanted to begin with , and then to
fulfill every craving of that same artificial desire . Artificial
desire - can there be any other kind ?
H ave we avo ided the question though? Again, what is an
edge and what is a center? Is Rockwell evoking the M use or
sim ply suspending her? Where exactly is the line between the
text and the paratext? The best way to answer these questions
is not to point to a set of entities in the image, pronouncing
proudly that these five or six details are textual, while those
seven or eight others are paratextual . I n stead, one must always
return to the following notion: an interface is not a thing; an
interface is an effect. (This being the same refrain sung
throughout the book, not media but mediation.) One must
look at local relatio nships within the image and ask how such
relatio nship s create an externalization, an incoherence, an
edging, or a framing? Or in reverse : how does this other spe
cific local relatio nship within the apparatus succeed in creat
ing a coherence , a centering, a localization ? But what does this
mean ? Project yourself into Rockwell's image . There exists a
diegetic circuit between the artist, the mirror, and the canvas.
The circuit is a circulation of intensity. Nevertheless, this does
not prohibit the viewer from going outside the circuit. The
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stress here i s that one must always think about the image as
a process, rather than as a set of discrete, immutable ite ms.
The paratextual (or alternately, the nondiegetic) is in this sense
merely the process that goes by the name of outering, of
exteriority.
To laugh at the joke , intimated but never consummated by
Rockwell's triple self-portrait, one should turn to the satire
produced a few years later by Richard Williams for Mad maga
zine (Fig. 1.2 ) .9 The humor comes fro m Mad's trickster mascot.

A Visual Celebration of
the Art of MAD Mac•:dne
and the Idiots Who Crute H
BY M A R K E V A N I E R

Figure 1 . 2 . Richard A . Williams , " Untitled (Alfred E . Neuman S elf
Portrait) . " S ource: M ark Evanier,
G uptill, 2002) , front cover.

Mad Art

(New York: Watson
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Being an artist of such great talent, he not only paints a portrait
of him self but does so from the viewer's sub jective vantage
point. In this sense, the interface is a kind of semiotic short
circuit.
But unlike Rockwell's avatar, Mad's mascot has no concern
for making himself look better in art, only to make himself
appear more clever. There is no anxie ty in this image . There
is no pipe ; there are no glasses. It is in color. It is the same
head, only bigger. And of course, it is the view of the back
of the head, not the face, front and forward. The mode of
address is now the core of the image : Rockwell' s eye s were
glazed, but the Mad mascot here is quite clearly addressing
the viewer. There is an intensity of circulation within Rock
well's image, whereby each added layer puts a curve into the
viewer's gaze, always gravitating ce ntripetally toward the
middle. But in Williams' Mad satire those circular coherences
are replaced by three orthogonal spikes that break the image
apart: (1) the face in the mirror looks orthogonally outward at
the external viewer, (2) the seated figure looks orthogonally
inward and not at the mirror as the laws of optics would
dictate, and likewise (3) the canvas portrait faces orthogonally
inward , mimicking the look of the big orthogonal Other, the
external viewer.
Every ounce of energy within the image is aimed at its own
externalization . Looking back at the history of art-making, one
remembers that addressing the viewer is a very special mode
of rep re sentation that is often saved or segregated or cast off
and reserved for special occasions. It appears in debased form s
like pornography, or folk forms like the home video, or mar
ginalized political fo rms like Brechtian theater, or forms of
ideological interpellation like the nightly news. D irect address
is always treated in a special way. Narrative form s, which are
still dominant in many media, almost e ntirely prohibit it. For
example, by the 1930s in film , direct address is something that
cannot be done, at least within the confines of classical H ol
lywood form . It becomes quite literally a sign of the avant
garde. Yet Mad's fourth interface, the direct address of the
image itself, is included as part of the frame. It is e ntirely
folded into the logic of the image . The gargantuan head on the
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canvas, in turning away, is in reality turning toward, bringing
the edge into the center.
Considering them side by side, Rockwell and Mad present
two ways of thinking about the same problem . In the first is
an interface that addresses itself to the theme of the interface ;
Rockwell's i s a n image that addresse s image-making i n
general . But i t answers the problem of the interface through
the neurosis of repression. In orienting itself toward inter
faces, it suggests simultaneously that interface s don't exist. It
puts the stress on a coherent, closed, abstract aesthetic world.
O n the other hand, the second image solves the problem of
the interface through the psycho sis of schizo phrenia. It returns
forever to the original trauma of the interface itself. Reveling
in the disorientation of shattered coherence, the second image
makes no attempt to hide the interface . Instead, the o rthogo
nal axis of concern, lancing outward from the image, seizes
the viewer. In it, the logic of the image disassembles into
incoherence . So the tension between these two images is that
of coherence versus incohe rence, of centers creating an auto n
omous logic versus edges creating a logic of flows, transforma
tions, movement, process, and lines of flight. The edges are
firmly evoked in the second image . They are dissolved in the
first.
On the one hand Rockwell's image is internally consistent.
It is an interface that works. The interface has a logic that may
be known and articulated by the interface itself. It works; it
works well.
Mad's image, on the other hand, is an image that doesn't
work. It is an interface that is unstable . It is, as M aurice Blan
chet or Jean-Luc Nancy might say, desoeuvre - nonworking,
unproductive, inoperative, unwo rkable .

l ntraface
Earlier discussions of interfaces as doors or windows now
reveal their limitations. One must transgress the threshold , as
it were, of the threshold theory of the interface. A window
testifies that it imposes no m ode of representation on that
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which passes through it. A doorway says something similar,
only it complicates the formula slightly by admitting that it
may be closed from time to time, impeding or even blocking
the passengers within . The discourse is thus forever trap ped
in a pointless debate around openness and closedness, around
perfect transmission and ideological blockages. This discourse
has a very long history, to the Frankfurt S chool and beyond.
And the inverse discourse, from within the twentieth-century
avant-garde, is equally stuffy: debates around apparatus cri
tique , the notion that one must make the apparatus visible,
that the "author" must be a "producer, " and so on. It is a
Brechtian mode, a Godardian mode, a Benjaminian mode.
The Mad image implicitly participates in this tradition, despite
being lowbrow and satirical in tone . In other words, to the
extent that the Mad image is foregrounding the apparatus, it
is not dissimilar to the so rts of formal techniques seen in
the new wave, in modernism, and in other corners of the
twentieth-century avant-garde.
S peaking aloud, the Mad image says : "I admit that an edge
to the image exists - even if in the end it' s all a joke - since
the edge is visible within the fabric of my own construction . "
But the Rockwell image says: " Edges and centers may be the
subject of art, but they are never anything that will influence
the technique of art."
The intraface is the word used to describe this imaginary
dialogue between the workable and the unwo rkable : the intra
face, that is, an interface internal to the interface. The intraface
is within the aesthetic . It is not a window or doorway separat
ing the space that spans from here to there . Gerard Genette,
in his book Thresholds, calls it a " 'zone of indecision' between
the inside and outside."10 It is no longer a question of choice,
as it was with Dagognet. I t is now a question of nonchoice .
The intraface is indecisive for it must always juggle two things
(the edge and the center) at the same time.
What exactly is the zone of indecisio n ? What two things face
off in the intraface ? It is a type of aesthetic that implicitly
brings together the edge and the center. The intraface may
thus be defined as an internal interface between the edge and
the center but one that is now entirely subsumed and con-
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Figure 1.3. Centers and Edges.

tained within the image . This is what constitutes the zone of
indecision .
Only now the discussion gets slightly more co mplicated, for
consider the following query: Where does political art happen ?
I n many cases - and I refer now to the historically specific
mode of political art-making that comes out of modernism the right column (Fig. 1.3) is the place where politicized or
avant-garde culture takes place . Consider, for example, the
classic debate between Aristotle and Augusto Boal: Aristotle,
in his text on poetics, describes a cohesive representational
mode oriented around principles of fear, pity, psychological
reversal, and emotional catharsis, while Boal addresses himself
to breaking down existing conventions within the expressive
mode in order that mankind's political instinct might awaken.
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The edge of the work is thus an arrow pointing to the outside,
that is, pointing to the actually existing social and historical
reality in which the work sits . Genette's "indecision" is, in this
light, a codewo rd for something else : historical materialism.
The edges o f the work are the politics of the work.
To understand the true meaning of these two columns (Fig.
1.3) we might consider an example drawn from contemporary
play culture , World of Warcraft. What does one notice imme
diately about the image ( F ig. 1.4) ? First, where is the diegetic
space ? It is the banquet hall interior, the deep volumetric
mode of represe ntatio n that comes directly out of Renaissance
perspective techniques in painting. Alternately, where is the
nondiegetic space? It is the thin, two-dimensional overlay con
taining icons, text, progress bars, and numbers. It deploys an
entirely different mode of signification, reliant more on letter
and number, ico nographic images rather than realistic repre
sentational images.
H ere the interface is awash in information. Eve n someone
unfamiliar with the game will notice that the nondiegetic
portion of the interface is as important if not more so than the
diegetic portion. Gauges and dials have superseded lenses and
windows. Writing is once again on par with image . It repre
sents a sea change in the composition of media. In essence,
the same process is taking place in World of Warcraft that took
place in the Mad magazine cover. The diegetic space of the
image is demoted in value and ultimately determined by a
very complex nondiegetic mode of signification . So World of
Warcraft is another way to think about the tension inside the
medium . It is no longer a question of a "window" interface
between this side of the screen and that side ( for which of
course it must also perform double duty) , but an intraface
between the heads-up-display, the text and icons in the fore
ground, and the 3 D , volumetric, diegetic space of the game
itself - on the one side, writing; on the other, image.
Each part of the interface has its role to play. But what else
flows from this ? The existence of the internal interface within
the medium is important because it indicates the implicit pres
ence of the outside within the inside. And, again to be unam
biguous, "outside" means something quite specific : the social.

Figure 1 . 4 . Bli zzard Entt.•rtainrm."nl. W'or/(J of W'tlrcmft, 2004. Game s ti l l .
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Each of the term s previously held in opposition - nondiegetic/
diegetic, paratextftext, the alienation effects of Brechtfe mo
tional catharsis of Aristotle - each of these essentially refers to
the tension between a progressive aesthetic movement (again,
largely associated with but not limited to the twentieth century)
and a more conventional one.
Now the examination of World of Warcraft can reach its full
potential. For the question is never simply a formal claim, that
this or that formal detail (text, icon, the heads-up-display)
exists and may or may not be significant. No, the issue is a
much greater o ne. I f the nondiegetic takes ce nter stage, we
can be sure that the "outside," or the social, has been woven
more intimately into the very fabric of the aesthetic than in
previous times . In short, this game is Brechtian, if no t in its
actually existing political values, then at least through the
values spoken at the level of mediatic form . (The hemming
and hawing over what this actually means for progressive
movements today is a valid question, one that I leave for
another time .) I n other words, games like World of Warcraft
allow us to perform a very specific type of social analysis
because they are telling us a story about contemporary life. Of
course , it is common for popular media formats to tell the
story of their own times; yet the level of unvarnished testimony
available in a game like World of Warcraft is stunning. It is not
an avant-garde image, but, nevertheless, it firmly delivers an
avant-garde lesso n in politics. At root, the game is not simply
a fantasy landscape of dragons and epic weapons but a factory
floor, an informatio n-age sweatshop , custom tailored in every
detail for cooperative ludic labor.
Politics thus reveals why the door or window theory of the
interface is inadequate . The door-window model, handed
down from M c Luhan, can only ever reveal one thing, that the
interface is a palimpsest. It can only ever reveal that the inter
face is a reprocessing of some other media that came before.
O n this point I will be absolutely clear: a palimpsest the
interface may be; yet it is still more useful to take the ultimate
step, to suggest that the layers of the palimpsest themselves
are "data" that must be interpreted. To this end, it is more
useful to analyze the intraface using the principle of parallel
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aesthetic events, and to claim that these parallel events reveal
something about the medium and about contem porary life . As
I 've already suggested, the proper label for this is allegory. And
on this note it is now ap propriate to revisit the "grand choice"
mentioned in the opening section on methodology: that rep
resentation is either beautiful or deceptive; either intuitive or
interpretable . A third way was never mentioned, not I ris or
H erme s but the "kindly ones," the Eumenide s also known as
the Furies. For representation, as in Aeschylus' play, is an
incontinent body, a frenzy of agitation issuing forth from the
social body (the chorus) . An elemental methodological relation
thus exists between my three central themes: (1) the structure
of allegory today, (2) the intraface, and (3) the dialectic between
culture and history.

Regi mes of S ign ification
Leaving this discussion o f World of Warcra.ft, albeit brief, we
are now able to return to Norman Rockwell and Mad magazine
and, extrapolating from these two modes, make an initial
claim about how certain types of digital media deal with the
socio-technical interface . The alert observer might argue : " But
doesn't the Rockwell image confess its own intimate know
ledge of looking and m irroring, of frames and centers, just as
astutely as the Mad image, only minus the juvenile one-liner?
If so , wouldn't this make for a more sophisticated image ? Why
denigrate the image for being well made ? " And this is true .
The Rockwell image is indeed well crafted and exhibits a
highly sophisticated understanding of how interfaces work.
My claim is less a normative evaluation elevating one mode
over the other and more an observation about how flows of
signification organize a certain knowledge of the world and a
commitment to it.
I will therefore offer a formula of belief and enactment:
Rockwell believes in the interface b ut doesn 't enact it, while M ad

enacts the interface, b ut doesn 't believe in it.
The first believes in the interface because it attem pts to
put the viewer, as a subj ect, into an imaginative space where
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interfaces propagate and transpire in full view and without
anxiety. But at the same time, as media, as an illustration
with its own borders, it does not enact the logic of the inter
face, for it makes it invisible . Hence it believes in it but doesn't
enact it.
In contrast, the second voyages to a weird beyond filled with
agitation and indecision and, in arriving there, turns the whole
hoary system into a silly joke . H e nce it enacts it but doesn't
believe in it. If the first is a deobjectification of the interface,
the second is an objectification of it. The first aims to remove
all material traces of the medium , propping up the wild notion
that the necessary trauma of all thresholds might be subli
mated into mere "content, " while the second objectifies the
trauma itself into a "process-object" in which the upheaval of
social forms are maintained in their feral state, but only within
the safe confines of comic disbelief.
Coherence and incoherence have already been mentioned,
and I would now like to make some more general observations
about these conce pts and their relationship to the interface .
First, to revisit the terminology: coherence and incoherence
compose a sort of continuum, which one might contextualize
within the twin domains of the aesthetic and the political.
These are as follows:
(1) Starting with the "coherent aesthetic ," one might observe,
simply, that it works. The gravity of the coherent aesthetic
tends toward the center of the wo rk of art. It is a process of
centering, of gradual coalescing around a specific being . Exam
ples of this may be found broadly across many media. Barthes'
concept of the studium is its basic technique .
(2) An "incoherent aesthetic ," by contrast, is o ne that doesn't
work. Here gravity is not a unifying force but a force of deg
radation , tending to unravel neat masses into their unkempt,
inco ntinent elements. "I ncoherent" must not be understood
with any normatively negative connotation : the point is not
that the aesthetic is somehow unwatchable, or unrepresenta
ble . Coherence and incoherence refer instead to the capacity
of forces within the object, and whether they tend to coalesce
or disseminate . Thus the punctum, not the studium, is the
correct heuristic for this second mode .
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(3) Replacing the aesthetic with the political, a "coherent
politics" refers to the tendency to organize around a central
formation. This brand of politics produces stable institutions,
ones that involve centers of operation, known fields and capac
ities for regulating the flow of bodies and languages. This has
been called a process of "state" formation or a "territorializa
tion." Coherent politics include highly precise languages for
the articulation of social beings . Evidence of their existence
may be seen across a variety of actually existing political
systems including fascism and national socialism but also
liberal democracy.
(4) E nding with the fourth combination, an "incoherent
politics" is one that tends to dissolve existing institutional
bonds . It does not gravitate toward a center nor does it
aspire to bring together existing formations into movements
or coalitio ns. I t comes unde r the name of "deterritorializa
tion," of the event, of what some authors optimistically term
"radical democracy." The principle here is not that of repeating
past performance, of gradually resisting capitalism, or what
have you, as in the example of M arx' s mole. Instead, one
must follow a break with the present, not sim ply by realizing
one's desires, but by renovating the very meaning of desire
itself.
(To reiterate, coherent and incoherent are nonnormative
term s; they must be understood more as "aligned or una
ligned" or "fixed or not fixed" rather than "good or bad" or
"desirable or undesirable. " I have already hinted at the analo
gous term s used by Deleuze, "territorialization" and "deterri
torialization," but different authors use different term inology.
For example , in H eidegger, the closest cognates are " falling"
[veifallen] and "thrownness" ( Gewolfinheit] .)
H ere arrayed, the four modes may be paired up in various
comb inations, arriving at a numbe r of different regimes of
signification. First, the pairing of a coherent aesthetic with a
coherent politics is what is typ ically known as ideology the
more sympathetic term is " myth , " the less sym pathetic is
"propaganda." Thus in the ideological regime, a certain homol
ogy is achieved between the fixity of the aesthetic and the fixity
of the political desire contained therein. (This is not to say that
-
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for any ideological formation there exists a specific , natural
association between the aesthetic and the political but sim ply
that there is a similarity by virtue of their both being coherent.)
H e nce any number of ideological and propagandistic cultural
forms, from melodrama to M ichael M oore, M atthew Arnold
but also Marx, would be included in this regime. G iven the
references evoked earlier, it would be appropriate to associate
Rockwell with this regime also, in that his image displays an
aesthetic of coherence (the intense craft of illustration, the
artist as genius, the swirling complexity of the creative process) ,
and a politics of coherence (mom-and-ap ple-pie and only mom
and-apple-pie) .
Edit the arrangements and a second pairing becomes visible.
Connect an aesthetic of incoherence with a politics of coher
ence, and one arrives at the ethical regime of signification."
Here there is always a "fixed" political asp iration that comes
into being through the application of various self-revealing or
self-annihilating techniques within the aesthetic apparatus.
For example, in the typical story of progressive twentieth
century culture , the one told in Alain Badiou's The Century for
exam ple, the ethical regime revolves around various flavors
of modernist-inspired leftist progressivism . Thus, in Brecht,
there is an aesthetic of incoherence (alienatio n effect, fore
grounding the apparatus) , mated with a politics of coherence
(M arx and only Marx) . Or again, to evoke the central reference
from above , the Mad image offers an aesthetic of incoherence
(break the fourth wall, e mbrace optical illusion) , combined
with a politics of coherence (lowbrow and only lowb row) . And
of course, many more names could be piled on: Jean-Luc
Godard in film (tear film apart to shore up Marxist- Leninism) ;
Fugazi in punk (tear sound apart in the service of the D . I .Y.
lifestyle) ; and so on. H owever, it should be pointed out that
modernist-inspired leftist progressivism is not the end of the
story for the ethical regime. I intimated already, by calling the
game Brechtian, that I wish to classify World of Warcraft
under this regime. (And likewise , in the introduction to
the book, I have already called computers "ethical" in toto.)
But why? The reasons have already bee n given: the game
displays an aesthetic of incoherence in that it foregrounds
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the apparatus (statistical data, machinic functions, respawn
loo ps, object interfaces, multithreading, and so on) , while all
the time p romoting a particularly coherent politics (protoco
logical organization, networked integration, alienatio n from
the traditional social order, new informatic labor practices,
computer-mediated group interaction, neoliberal markets,
game theory, and so forth) . So, World of Warcraft is an "ethical"
game simply by virtue of the way in which it opens up the
aesthetic on the one hand while closing down politics on the
other. Again, I am using a general (not a moral) definition of
the term ethical, as a set of broad principles for practice within
some normative framewo rk. That World of Warcra.ft has more
to do with the information economy, and G odard 's La Chinoise
has more to do with M aoism, does not diminish either in its
role within the ethical regime.
Mode three appears now, a mode which may be labeled
poetic in that it combines an aesthetic of coherence with a
politics of incoherence. This regime is seen often in certain
brands of modernism , particularly the highly formal, inward
looking wing known as "art for art's sake " but also, more
generally, in all manner of fine art. It is labeled "poetic" sim ply
because it aligns itself with poesis, or meaning-making in a
general se nse . The stakes are not those o f metaphysics, in
which any image is measured against its original, but rather
the semiautonomous "physics" of art, that is, the tricks and
techniques that contribute to success or failure within mimetic
re presentation as such. Aristotle was the first to document
these tricks and techniques, in his Poetics, and the ge neral
perso nality of the poetic regime as a whole has changed little
since. In this regime, lie the great ge niuses of their craft ( for
this is the regime within which the concept of "genius" finds
its natural home) : Alfred H itchcock or Billy Wilder, Deleuze
or Heidegger, much of modernism , all of m inimalism, and so
on. But you counter: "Certainly the work of Heidegger or
Deleuze was political. Why classify them here ? " The answer
lies in the specific nature of politics in the two thinkers
and the way in which the art of philosophy is elevated over
other concerns. My claim is not that these various figures are
not political but simply that their politics is "unaligned" and
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therefore incoherent. Eyal Weizman has written of the way in
which the I sraeli Defense Forces have deployed the teachings
of Deleuze and Felix Guattari in the field of battle . This speaks
not to a corruption of the thought of De leuze and Guattari but
to the very receptivity of the work to a variety of political im ple
mentations (that is, to its "incoherence " ) . To take Deleuze and
Guattari to Gaza is not to blaspheme them but to deploy them.
M ichael H ardt and Negri, and others have shown also how the
rhizome has been adopted as a structuring diagram for systems
of hegemonic power. Again this is not to malign Deleuze and
Guattari but simply to point out that their work is politically
"open source." The very inability to align a specific political
content of these thinkers is evidence that it is fundamentally
poetic (and not ethical) . I n other wo rds, the "poetic" regime is
always receptive to dive rse political adaptations, for it leaves
the political question open. This is perhaps anothe r way to
approach the concept of a "poetic ontology," the label Badiou
gives to both Deleuze and Heidegger. And while Badiou's
thought is no less poetic, with its song to the great redeemers,
Art, Love, Politics, and Science, he ultimately departs from the
"poetic " regime thanks to an intricate - and militantly specific
- political theory.
U nder-appreciated and elusive, the final mode has never
achieved any sort of bona fide existence in modern culture,
neither in the dominant position nor in the various "tolerated"
subaltern positions. This is the dirty regime whe rein aesthetic
incoherence interfaces with political incoherence . We shall
call it sim ply truth, although other terms might also suffice
(nihilism , radical alterity, the inhuman) . The truth regime
always remains on the sidelines. It appears not through a
"return of the repressed," for it is never merely the dominant's
repressed other. I nstead, it might best be understood as "the
repressed of the repressed, " or using terminology from another
time and another place, "the negation of the negation." M ay
we associate certain names with this mode, with an incoher
ence in both aesthetics and politics? M ay we associate the
names of Nietzsche ? Of Georges Bataille ? O f J acques Derrida ?
The way forward is not so certain. But it is perhaps better left
that way for the time being.
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Listing them together, here are the four regimes o f
signification :
( 1)

I deological: an aesthetic of coherence, a politics of
coherence;
(2) Ethical: an aesthetic of incoherence, a politics of
coherence;
(3 ) Poetic: an aesthetic of coherence, a politics of
incoherence ;
(4) Truth: an aesthetic of incoherence, a politics of
incoherence .

This system require s some commentary before closing. First,
the entire classification system seems to say something about
the relationship between art and justice . I n the first regime,
art and justice are coterminous. One need only internalize the
one to arrive at the other. In the second , the process is slightly
differe nt: one must destroy art in the service of justice. I n the
third it is inverted: one must banish the category of justice
entirely to witness the apotheosis of art. And finally, in the
fourth, redem ption comes in the equal destruction of all exist
ing standards of art and all received models of justice. Second,
after closer examinatio n of these four regimes, it is clear that
a hierarchy exists, if not for all time, then at least for the spe
cific cultural and historical formation in which we live . That
is to say: the first mode is dominant (albeit often maligned) ,
the second is privileged, the third is tolerated, and the final is
relatively sidelined.
I have thus presented them here in order of priority. But
the hierarchy has little value unless it can be historicized . Thus
an additional claim is helpful, reiterated from the above section
on World of Warcraft: if anything can be said about the chang
ing uses of these regimes in the age of ludic economies it
would be that we are witnessing today a general shift in
primacy from the first to the second, that is to say, from the
"ideological" regime to the "ethical" regime . As we will explore
next in Chapter 2, ideology is in recession today, at least in
terms of its classical effectivity; there is a decline in ideological
efficiency. I deology, which was traditionally defined as an
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"imaginary relationship to real conditions" (Althusser) , has in
some senses succeeded too well and, as it were, put itself out
of a job. Instead, we have simulatio n, which must be under
stood as something like an "imaginary relationship to ideologi
cal conditions." In short, ideology gets modeled in software. S o
i n the very perfection of the ideological regime, i n the form of
its pure digital simulatio n, comes the death of the ideological
regime, and simulation is "crowned winner" as the absolute
horizon of the ideological world. The computer is the ultimate
ethical machine . It has no actual relation with ideology in any
proper sense of the term, only a virtual relation.
Passing from the ideological regime to the ethical regime
does not mean that today' s climate is any more or less "ethical"
(in the sense of good deed doing) or more or less politicized
than the past. Remember that the ethical mode (#2) is labeled
"ethical" because it adopts various normative techniques
wherein given aesthetic dominants are shattered (via fore
grounding the apparatus, alienation effects, and so on) in the
service of a specific desired ethos.
Last, given that it is common to bracket both the ideological
form (#1) and the truth form (#4 ) , the one banished from
respectable discourse out o f scorn and the other out of fear,
the system may be greatly sim plified into just two regimes (#2
and #3) , revealing a sort of primordial axio m : the more coherent

a work is aesthetically, the more incoherent it tends to be politically.
And the reverse is also true : the more incoherent a work is aes
thetically, the more coherent it tends to be politically. The primor
dial axiom (of course it is no such thing, merely a set of
tendencie s arising from an analysis of actually existing cultural
production) thus posits two typical cases, the ethical and the
poetic. I n simple language, the first is what we call politically
significant art; the second is what we call fine art. The first is
Godard, the second is H itchcock. Or, if you like, the first is
World of Warcraft and the second is Ha lf- Life. The first e nacts
the mediatic condition but doesn't believe in it; the second
believes in the mediatic conditio n but doesn't enact it.
E nding in this way, we might return to our mantra, that the
interface is a medium that does not mediate . It is unworkable .
The difficulty, however, lies not in this dilemma but in the fact

The U nworka b l e I n terface

that the interface never admits it. It is true that it is false . It
describes itself as a door or a window or some other sort of
threshold across which we must simply step to receive the
bounty beyo nd. But a thing and its opposite are never joined
by the interface in such a neat and tidy manner. This is not to
say that incoherence wins out in the end, invalidating the other
modes. S imply that there will be an intraface within the object
between the aesthetic form of the piece and the larger histori
cal material context in which it is situated. If an "interface"
may be found anywhere, it is there . What are called "writing,"
or "image , " or "object," are merely the attempts to resolve this
unworkability.
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code ; (6) and they are instantaneous. Now, I don't disagree with
these observations. and in fact believe in the utility of many of
them. H owever as definitional qualities, they all seem rather
flimsy. As an exercise I will cite valid counter examples for each
so-called characteristic: (1) code comments exist in programs yet
are not imperative; (2) computer programs frequently crash
putting their pure autonomy in doubt; (3) programs may not
use personal pronouns, but variables and variable declaration
are at the heart of most programs meaning they are quite
fundamentally oriented around the identification and address
ing of objects and entities; (4) consider the example of the
computer punch card which is a program that exists at the
human level of visibility; ( 5 ) open source code formats - HTM L
even - defy the principle of illegibility; (6) phenomena such as
network lag routinely inhibits online games, making their non
instantaneous reality painfully evident. This is not to single out
Sack, simply to demonstrate that formalist checklists are often
extremely hard to ratify given the complexity of the subject
matter.
See for example Friedrich Kittler, Gramophone, Film, Typewriter,
trans . Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and M ichael Wutz (S tanford:
Stanford University Press, 1 9 9 9 ) . 34-3 6 .

T h e U nwo rkable Inte rface
M ichel Serres, Le Parasite ( Paris: Editions Grasset et Fasquelle,
1980), 107. For the theme of "windows " one should also cite the
efforts of the software industry in devising graphical user inter
faces. The myth is branded by Microsoft, but it is promulgated
across all personal computer platforms, "progressive" (Linux)
or less so (Macintosh) , as well as all manner of smaller and
more flexible devices . A number of books also address the
issue, including Jay David Bolter and Diane Gromala, Windows

and Mirrors: Interaction Design, Digital Art, and the Myth of
Transparency (Cambridge, MA: M IT Press, 2003 ) . and Anne
Friedberg. The Virtual Window: From Alberti to Microsoft (Cam
bridge, MA: M IT Press, 2oo6 ) . The best examination of the
history and theory of the interface that I am aware of is Branden
Hookway's doctoral dissertation, " Interface : A Genealogy of
M ediation and Control" ( Princeton University, 2on) .
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John Durham Peters puts this quite eloquently in his book
Speaking Into the Air (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1 9 9 9 ) . For Peters , the question is between telepathy and solip
sism, with his proposed third, synthetic option being some less
cynical version of S erres: mediation as a process of perpetual,
conscious negotiation between self and other.
Johan H uizinga, Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play Element in
Culture (Boston: Beacon Press, 1 9 5 0 ) .
Guy Debord, Correspondance, vol. 5· janvier 1973 - decembre 1978
(Paris: Librairie Artheme Fayard, 200 5 ) , 4 6 6 .
For an illustration see Ben Kafka's lecture "Anti-Anti-Oedipus:
A Freudian Palinode ," given in Pfibor, Czech Republic on M ay
6 , 200 6 , the 15 oth anniversary of Freud's birth .
Hesiod, Theogony, trans. Richmond Lattimore (Ann Arbor:
University of M ichigan Press, 1 9 5 9 ) , 124.
Franc_ois Dagognet, Faces, Surfaces, Interfaces ( Paris: Librairie
Philosophique J. Vrin, 1982), 4 9 ·
Admittedly McLuhan is sharper than my snapshot will allow.
Describing the methodology of Harold Innis, he evokes inter
face as a type of friction between media, a force of generative
irritation rather than a simple device for framing one 's point of
view: "( Innis] changed his procedure from working with a
'point of view' to that of the generating of insights by the
method of 'interface,' as it is named in chemistry. ' Interface'
refers to the interaction of substances in a kind of mutual irrita
tion." Marshall McLuhan, "Media and Cultural Change," in
Essential McLuhan ( New York: Basic Books , 1 9 9 5 ) , 8 9 .
I first learned of this delightful satire by attending a lecture by
the artist Art Spiegelman at New York University on October
6, 2007.
Gerard Genette , Seuils ( Paris: Editions du S euil, 1987) , 8 .
I take some terminological inspiration from Jacques Ranciere's
amazing little book Le partage du sensible: esthetique et politique
(Paris: La Fabrique, 2ooo), published in English as The Politics
of Aesthetics: The Distribution of the Sensible, trans. G abriel
Rockhill (New York: Continuum, 2004 ) . Any similarity to his
ethical-poetic-aesthetic triangle is superficial at best, particu
larly in that his "ethical" is closely aligned with a Platonic
moral philosophy, while mine refers primarily to an ethic as an
active, politicized practice. Yet overlap exists, as between both
uses of the term "poetic," as well as a rapport between his "aes
thetic" and my "truth " to the extent that both terms refer to an
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autonomous space in which the aesthetic begins to refer back
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Softwa re an d I deology
Wendy Hui Kyong Chun, "On S oftware, or the Persistence
of Visual Knowledge, " Grey Room 18 (Winter 2004 ) : 26-51.
Portions of the essay reappear in Chun's longer examination
of the topic, Control and Freedom: Power and Paranoia in the
Age of Fiber Optics (Cambridge: M IT Press , 2oo 6 ) . Chun
responds to some of the claims I make here in her subsequent
essay "On 'S ourcery,' or Code as Fetish , " Configurations 16
(2oo8 ) : 2 9 9-3 24, material that also reappears in her book
Programmed Visions: Software and Memory (Cambridge: M IT
Press, 2011) .
Ibid., 43 ·
Ibid., 27.
Ibid., 44·
H ere the discussion migrates into calls for the creation of a new
intellectual field around what is known as "software studies , "
"software criticism , " or "critical internet studies ." S e e in par
ticular the valuable work of Florian Cramer, M atthew Fuller,
Geert Lovink, Lev M anovich, Adrian McKenzie, Arjen Mulder,
Rita Raley, and Tiziana Terranova.
For a founding document on the Java language that discusses
this and other language design concepts see James Gosling and
Henry McGilton, "The Java Language Environment, A White
Paper," May 1 9 9 6 , http:/ jjava.sun.comjdocsjwhitejlangenv
(accessed M ay 1 5 , 2oo6 ) .
Chun, "On S oftware, or the Persistence of Visual Knowledge,"
37·
M ichael Scott, Programming Language Pragmatics (San Francisco: M organ Kaufmann Publishers , 2000 ) , 122.
N . Katherine H ayles, My Mother Was a Computer: Digital Sub
jects and Literary Texts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2005 ) . 49-5 0 .
Espen Aarseth, Cybertext: Perspectives on Ergodic Literature (Bal
timore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1 9 97 ) , 40.
Ernst Bloch, Traces (Stanford: S tanford University Press, 2oo 6 ) ,
28.

